Each year, hundreds of thousands of motor vehicles are stolen in the United States, with a theft occurring every 42 seconds, according to the FBI. For rental car companies, the problem is particularly challenging.

Finding missing vehicles is difficult
Stolen rental vehicles can be anywhere, and it can be challenging to comb through various data sets quickly to locate and recover missing assets before they’re gone for good.

The longer a vehicle is missing, the more it costs companies
Rental car companies not only lose revenue when a vehicle is missing and unavailable, they also have to pay storage fees the longer the vehicle sits in an impound lot.

Improve recoveries with an enhanced solution
VIN Monitoring has been significantly enhanced with expanded data sources and an innovative dashboard that provides continuously updated fleet monitoring and advanced filtering capabilities to help rental car companies recover stolen vehicles faster.

36% of vehicles in a proof-of-concept study were located 1–4 days faster with the new solution
VIN Monitoring now features:

**Better data**
In addition to extensive ISO ClaimSearch® and National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB) data sets, VIN Monitoring now analyzes data from exports, private towing impounds, online retailer ads, lien sales, Mexico impounds, federal seizures, key fob manufacturers, Interpol queries, NICB Vehicle Records (NVR), and license plate reader (LPR) technology to help you locate stolen vehicles.

**Real-time fleet monitoring**
Instead of sending a list of VINs and waiting to receive information, you get continuously updated reporting with the new dashboard to help you monitor and recover your fleet faster.

**Advanced filters**
The dashboard allows you to filter data by several categories—including location, date, and vehicle type and color—so you can easily find and share information and improve efficiency.

**Customized delivery**
Decide how you want to use the solution. You can receive a direct data feed to monitor your fleet, or you can use the interactive dashboard. Choose the delivery channel that best fits your workflow.

**Trend analysis**
Data on the vehicles being stolen in different regions provides insights to help you manage your fleet more effectively and mitigate risks.

**Get greater efficiency and better results**
- Identify and locate missing and stolen vehicles faster.
- Reduce the number of vehicles permanently lost due to theft or disregard.
- Eliminate the need to search for local police information by accessing exact vehicle locations.
- Improve workflow with an intuitive dashboard.

Want a closer look?
Schedule a VIN Monitoring demonstration by contacting:

**Rick Trevino**
Head of APD | ISO Claims Analytics | Insurance Solutions
+1-201-268-3509  Richard.Trevino@verisk.com

**Nina Vitalo-Blachuciak**
Membership Director | National Insurance Crime Bureau
+1-847-544-7122  nvitalo@nicb.org
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